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Drew St. Billboard Vandalism Dampens Women's Week

COMPILED BY ARIE FARNAM

BY CHARLEY SHAW

"Legendary" Journalist Gives Lawrence Convocation

The South Drew Street Billboard was vandalized early
Wednesday 15. According to
Lawrence security, the wall :was
defaced sometime between 12:00
AM and 1:15 AM .
The wall, originally painted
by members of the Downer Feminist Council (DFC ), read
"WOMEN'S WEEK" in blue letters. However, after the vandalism act was committed, the first
two letters were covered over in
white paint to read, "MEN'S
WEEK. "
Lawrence security guard
James Foust who disco'l(ered the
vandalized wall along with security guard Bill Verkuilen stated,
'We were going down to inspect
the Boiler House at 1:15. Prior to
that, before midnight, we saw
that it said the woman's sign on
there, and sometime between
twelve and a quarter after one
was when we noticed that someone had painted over the first
two letters of the sign."
According to Lawrence Student Handbook , campus billboards are not vehicles for random
expression.
Rather-,
Lawrence University organizations must register with the
Dean of Students' Office before
painting a billboard.
Attaching signage to any billboard is in violation of the billboard enforcement code. Potential penalties include: being
charged for the restoration of the
billboard, a fine of no less that
$10.00, as well as other Judicial
Board sanctions. ·
Aside from the act of vandalism violating LUCC legislation.
The act was deemed offensive by
DFC members.
Rebecca Whelen, a former
president of the Downer Feminist Council who helped paint
the wall commented, "We have a
history of having our signs and
our publicity things violated or
taken down."
When asked about her
response to the vandalism, Whelen commented, "This is just
-continued to page 6

The May 16 convocation entitled "The World You Inherit"
was delivered by David Halberstam, renowned journalist and
author. Halberstam's speech
focused on the "difference
between a life and a career" and
the role of education in national
and global economies.
Noted success found Halberstam in the mid-60's when he
covered the Vietnam War as a
New York Times correspondent.
In 1964, he received a Pulitzer
Prize for international reporting.
His best-selling 1972 book "The
Best and the Brightest" critically
analyzed the onset of the war.
Known for consistently criticizing and questioning the "official" version of any story, Halberstam quickly became "a legend in American journalism."
After graduating from Harvard
in 1955 it took him only five
years to land a position as a foreign correspondent.
Lawrence University awarded Halberstam an honorary Doctor of Literature just before his
presentation.

'96-'97 Artist and
Jazz Series: Another
Breathtaking List
As the year comes to a close,
most members of the Lawrence
community are already thinking
about next year. One important
sign of preparation for the new
year is the announcement of the
1996-97 Performing Arts Series.
Another list of award-winning
artists and performers will be
seen and heard at Lawrence next
year. Some have big names and
some are on the edge of the ordinary.
Peter Serkin, having previously performed at Lawrence to
a "capacity audience," will open
the series on October 18, 1996,
on piano. Christopher Parkening, continually voted "Best
Classical Guitarist" in Guitar
Player Magazine, will follow
with a November 1 performance.
The Russia-based Borodin
Quartet, one of the most respected chamber ensembles on the
scene today, will present a concert on April 12, 1997. The final
concert of the Artist Series will
be given by Anonymous 4, a
famed medieval chant group, on
May 5.
The Fourteenth Annual Jazz
Celebration Weekend, November
15 - 16 will feature Joe Lovano,
tenor saxophone, with Pulitzer
Prize-winning composer Gunther Schuller, and famed singer
and founding member of Mancontinued to page 2

Drew Streeet wall, which originally read "Women's Week," on May 15.

Lawrence Reproached for Tenure Policy
BY ARIE FARNAM

The tenure process has been
a hot issue on the Lawrence
campus for years, but specific
cases are rarely talked about,
primarily because the administration is bound by a myriad of
legal restrictions on what it can
and cannot say. To address the
issues involved in tenure decisions, universities develop complicated and strict policies. The
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) writes
that there may be a hole in these
policies at Lawrence.
In repeated letters to
Lawrence University President
Richard Warch, the AAUP
expressed concern that, when
denied tenure cases are
appealed, Lawrence University
does not "afford faculty grievants direct access to an elected

·Luce· Passes

faculty grievance or appeals
committee
not
previously
involved." Instead, when a professor is denied tenure at
Lawrence, appeals are made to
the president of the university,
who may at his or her own discretion either return the case to
the Committee on Tenure, Promotion, Reappointment, and
Equal Opportunity, or give the
case to a new ad hoc committee
that does not include "any member of the [Tenure] Committee ...
or the candidate's department."
Robert Kreiser, associate secretary of the AAUP, in a letter
dated March 18, stated that
Lawrence's policies concerning
faculty appeals do not satisfy the
Association's Statement on Procedural Standards. At Lawrence,
when faculty apeal a tenure decision, no such independent ad hoc
committee is automatically

available to "consider a complaint that inadequate consideration [was] given to the faculty
member's qualifications or that
impermissible considerations
were involved in the negative
decision." The letter was a direct
response to the case of Lawrence
professor Jose Sanjines, who was
denied tenure in March 1995.
The original report from the
tenure committee involved the
issue of the Sanjines' competence
as a professor of the Spanish language, stating, " ... conversations
with him about the Spanish language reveal that his knowledge
of its structure is limited, something not uncommon among
natives of Hispanic countries
who do graduate work in Hispanic literature." Sanjines appealed
his tenure case, alleging that the
language in this section of the
continued to page 4

.

Prohibition on Smoking 1n Public Areas

Sen says, "This Council has Shoi.vn ••• Disregard for the Democratic Process
BY CHARLEY SHAW

Amid lengthy deliberations, .
several amendments, and one
rejection, the LUCC General
Council passed legislation which
designated new non-smoking
areas on Tuesday, May 14. The
legislation will take affect at the
begining of the 96-97 academic
year.
After terms of the legislation
submitted by the LUCC Steering
Committee were reworded for
clarity, the council agreed on the
policy that states, "indoor public
areas on the Lawrence Universi-

ty campus except those listed
under Section 3 will be designated as smoke-free." Section 3
refers to the Riverview Lounge
and sections of the Memorial
Union basement.
Campus locations that will
become non-smoking areas next
year include dining room B of
Downer Commons, the first-floor
hallway of the Memorial Union,
and the Coffeehouse. In addition,
all academic buildings will be
smoke-free excluding faculty
offices.
Among issues discussed during the proceedings, questions

over the proposed status of the
Coffeehouse created much discussion. Most notably, the council was divided over the procedure necessary in order to reach
its conclusion.
Some council members felt
that LUCC was able to decide
whether or not to make the ·coffeehouse a non-smoking area
based on the feedback that individual council members had
received from constituents in
their respective groups.
At the behest of the LUCC
St.eering Committee, and Coffeehouse President Shannon Sack-

ett, however, LUCC members
also considered waiting until the
results of a Coffeehouse-sol.icited
survey could be compiled and
submitted to LUCC so that "students make that choice."
According to Coffeehouse
representative Chris Varas, the
survey asked students and faculty three specific questions
regarding: whether the Coffeehouse should remain non-smoking, whether the survey participant would come to the Coffeehouse if it were non-smoking,

continued to page 3
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Bands, Food and Everything Else Under the Sun: Celebrate '96
BY LIZ WASHER

Saturday, May 11 was not
a particularly warm or pleasant
day, but the weather did not
deter a crowd that campus activities director Paul Shrode estima~d to be approximately 1520,000 people. The crowd of students, out-of-town visitors, and
• Appletonians seemed to grow as
the afternoon warmed up and
the boisterous, carnival-like
atmosphere that characterizes
the annual event, Celebrate,
came to the forefront .
The walkways of the campus
were lined with arts and crafts
booths and vending tables on
· both sides. Everything from jewelry to lawn chairs, carved wooden sculptures to briefcases, and
T-shirts to potted plants was for
sale. Stages were set up in front
of the library, the chapel , behind
main hall, and the bottom of
union hill for performances by
many local rock, folk , and country-western bands.
Several Lawrence student
organizations were involved in
Celebrate, running booths and
selling food . "We're raising funds

to do service activities," stated
Jill Sadler of honor society
Lambda Sigma, who was working at a Domino's pizza booth.
"We just selected our new members, so we're raising money so
they have something to work
with when they come back in the
fall ."
Most student organization
booths were set up for the entire
day. Kappa Kappa Gamma
members sold hot dogs to raise
money for the Outagamie County Domestic Abuse Shelter. 'We
sold out!" confirmed Carlisle
Kraft late in the afternoon. Other groups offered face-painting,
food-vending, and one group of
students ran a fencing booth,
allowing visitors to parry with
their friends to benefit the Stand
For Children Rally in Washington, D.C.
'Virtually any campus organization can apply to have a
booth ," affirmed Paul Shrode.
"We have a good cross section of
students involved in Celebrate."
Student volunteers also
served as Celebrate security personnel, trying to ensure that
everyone who received a wrist-

band (or a beer) was of legal
drinking age. "I've been carding
70-year-olds the whole day," said
Rena Takahashi. "It's policy."
Shrode estimated that 4,000
wristbands were sold on Saturday, and the beer booths were
receiving steady business.
. Some wristband stations had
sign-up sheets for adults to volunteer as designated drivers,
although the idea did not appeal
to many visitors . One man in line
for a wristband summed it up:
'Tm a designated drinker--someone's got to do it."
Despite Paul Shrode's assertion that "(Celebrate's] purpose
is to be a family occasion," drinking was an important aspect of
the event. Students pondered
whether or not the large crowd of
people at the bottom of the notoriously steep Union Hill would be
able to climb back up in their
states of ever-increasing intoxication.
Balancing funds for Celebrate has been a difficult task in
the past few years. "It is true
that Celebrate incurred a deficit
last year,
confirmed Paul
Shrode. "The weather cut into

Photo by Liz Washer
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hattan Transfer Janis Siegel
with Fred Hersch on piano and
the accompaniment of the
Lawrence
University
Jazz
Ensemble and Jazz Singers.
Christian McBride, a popular
young bassist, will perform on
March 15 and Mingus Big band
will bring the Jazz Series to a
close on April 27.

Final Concert of the
Lawrence Jazz Series

Photo by Natasha Breen
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our sales considerably [and] we
had to close at 4 PM ." Rain
threatened but did not fall on
this year's crow~, and Shrode
noted that "... We retired quite a
bit of the debt this year; we're
very pleased with the way the
day went."
According to Shrode, the
future of Celebrate is contingent
upon Lawrence community
involvement. "Celebrate is a
function of student commitment
and involvement .. . When you're
limited in funds and limited in
personnel, it's very difficult ... I
would like to see [the Lawrence
community] put more of itself
forward ."
Shrode also pointed out that
"Interest is shifting towards students going to Celebrate as an
event [rather than running it] ...
Celebrate is not for students,
which seems like an odd thing to
say, but essentially, Celebrate is
for the larger community."

The image of the brilliant
musician who started playing
the piano at age three has been a
popular symbol for years. The
central performer at the final
concert of Lawrence's Jazz
series, Ahmad Jamal , had such
an early beginning.
Jamal is noted as a musician
of exceptional style. He per-.
formed in the Lawrence Memori-

al Chapel with his trio on May 18
at 8 p.m.

Wind Ensemble Will
Perform Works of Guest
Composer
The
work
of another
acclaimed musician who started
young (this time at age 5) was
featured in the Lawrence Wind
Ensemble concert on May 19 in
the Memorial Chapel. Directed
by Robert Levy and guest conductor Janet Anthony, the
ensemble performed some of the
works of guest composer Walter
Hartley, particularly Chautauqua Overture and Lyric Symphony.
In 1953 . Hartley earned a
Ph.D. in composition from the
Eastman School of Music . Since
then he has taught at King's College in Delaware, Longwood Col-

continued to page 8
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Incoming Students Wait Amid
Financial Aid Program Delays
third of those accepted commit to
BY }OHN DRAKE
this school. Lawrence's policy
The government shutdowns continues to be need-blind,
that have plagued the nation which means students are
this year have also caused prob- accepted regardless of their
lems for high school seniors mak- financial backgrounds. Recently,
ing their final decisions for col- this practice has be,come unpopulege. These shutdowns have put lar among other schools due to a
the federal financial aid program simplifying admissions system.
a mo~th b~hind in processin.g
Rough percentages of the
~nancia~ aid to next year s incoming students are as follows:
1
1
n C O m n g Syverson stated that 1995's Forty-five percent
students. As
of· the incoming
a
result,
t d ts
f ·
students incoming class was under- s u en are rom
Wisconsin. Anothhave been
er 25% are from
prohibite~ represented in the top 5% the surrounding
from makupper
Midwest
ing
final of their high school graduat- ~tates. Internadecisions for
tional
students
choosing a
inq classes
will make up
college untit'-,--------"'----------'approximately 8they know how much ·f inancial 9% of the incoming class.
aid they will be entitled to.
Approximately 53% of the incomCurrently,
approximately ing students will be female ,
275 new students have made while 47% will be male.
deposits for this coming year.
In answering questions as to
Lawrence hopes for 310-320, why Lawrence fell in the acadetotal, by the time final commit- mic ratings reported by U.S.
ments have been made. Because News and World Report, Syverof the delay in financial aid son stated that 1\)95's incoming
review, confirmation of the final class was underrepresented in
number of members of the the top 5% of their high school
incoming class has been delayed. graduating classes. He went on
The average number of incoming to say, however, that since there
students receiving financial aid are so many different ways of
will be around 75%, while 85% determining how a school should
will receive scholarships.
be ranked in comparison with
Lawrence's admission policy, others, the numbers really mean
according to Dean Steven T. nothing, noting that 1995's
Syverson, Dean of Admissions incoming class went to better
and Financial Aid, is to accept high schools overall, compared to
around 900 students, with the incoming classes at other colintention of having around one- leges.

Four Fire Drills and Kohler is Still Standing: Photo by Charley Shaw

Kohler Fire Drill Record Set
BY ARIE FARNAM

Kohlerites stumbled out of
the building in bathrobes and
stocking-feet, carrying their latenight homework, or just waking
up again. It was around 12:45
and much of the building was
already asleep, when the fourth
fire alarm of the day forced
everyone outside.
Emotions ranged from tearful desperation, to fuming frustration, to resigned despair.
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Although everyone knew th~t
hours. The culprit was a smoke
the alarm was probably another
detector in the basement. "It
malfunction, there was always
was going and there was no
the chance of a real fire, and
smoke or any heat." Hall Direcbesides that the noise and flashtor Jennifer Adams reported.
ing lights gave anyone foolish
Despite the inconvenience,
enough to try to stay inside a
most Kohler residents were able
raging headache.
to keep their spirits up with a bit
The first alarm went off at
of humor. As Erin Westphal
around 4:00 in the afternoon.
pointed out, "I think this is a
Assuming it was a standard fire
Lawrence record on the first
alarm, everyone piled out of the
time there was a multiple fire
building, only a bit disgruntled.
drill day and it was never pulled
by a student."
When the second alarm sounded
an hour later, Kohler residents
The Lawrentian observed
were a bit muffed, until they
that even after three preceding
learned that the fault was with a
fire drills, students sill grabbed
naughty alarm someplace in the
their valuables on the way out
building.
either "just in case" or "just for
At a r oun d 10 :30 th at
practice." Kohlerites lunged on
evening, a third alarm drove
the steps of Downer waiting to
everyone outside again , and this · be let back in, while playing
time a lot of people sme ll ed
games on laptops, practicing
smoke. It turned out that an
musical instruments or showing
unfortunate soul had burnt some
off the visas in their passports.
cookies in t he basement. The
As a result, the followfourt h fi re drill wai ted until
ing question was asked across
many had ca uti ously gone to
the Lawrence campus: If your
bed, keeping coats and shoes
dorm were burning down, and
nearby.
you only had about thirty secThe last fire drill was attribonds to get out of your room and
uted to the same malfunction,
you could only take one thing
which was later repaired, but
with you , what would that one
not before several short blasts
thing be?
disturbed the early morning

Sn1oking Prohibition
continued from page 1
and a final question about
attending the Coffeehouse if
smoking were permitted.
Varas commented, "What we
have asked of LUCC and the
Steering Committee specifically
is to wait to determine the smoking policy until we have had a
chance to determine what the
campus wants."
A factor in deciding to pass
the legislation ahead of the Coffeehouse survey was the fact
that the policy is amendable
before it goes into effect next
year. LUCC president Sarah
Schott suggested, 'We could pass
this legislation in any form and
then, based on the results of that
survey, make any changes that
we deem necessary."
Varas countered Schott's rea-

soning by asking, "Why not wait
to find out what the campus
wants instead of vacillating back
and forth?"
When the motion was made
to exclude the Coffeehouse from
the legislation, however, the
council voted it down 5-9.
The final decision to forgo
viewing the Coffeehouse survey
results, which are scheduled to
be submitted sometime before
the next LUCC meeting, caused
a stir among council members.
"By refusing to wait for the surveys to come back, this council
has shown amazing disregard
for the democratic process ... ,"
said LUCC Vice President Abir
Sen. "If [the council] can't wait
for two weeks, I think that's just
laughing in the face of the people
and saying, Well we don't care.'"
continued to page 4
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AAUP Letters to Warch
continued from page 1

William Sloane Coffin delivered a lecture on Wednesd~y 8 called, "The Christian
Right: How Christian? How Right?" to a capacity audience in Youngchild Hall.

Judicial Board Decisions
Dear:
You have been found in violation of the Honor Code for plagiarism on the final paper in,
Fall Tenn 1995. In light of the
evidence and your plea of guilty,
the council has decided to assign
you an F in course . As this is
the second time you have been
found in violation of the Honor
Code this Council has decided to
suspend you for one term.
In addition, because of the
flagrant and extensive nature of
the plagiarism the Council has
decided to recommend the penalty of separation to the Committee on Administration. Separation is an indefinite suspension
and can only be enacted when
confirmed by the Committee on
Administration. You will be contacted regarding their decision.
All aspects of this case will be
kept confidential.
You may
appeal this deci sion to the President of the University in writing
within one week of the receipt of
this letter.
Thank you for your cooperation on this matter.
Dear :
You have been found in violation of the Honor code for plagiarism on your research paper
in , Term I, 1995-96. In light of
the evidence the Council has
decided to assign you an F in
course
As this is the second
time you have been found in violation of the Honor Coe ~. the
Council has decided to suspend

you for Tenn II, 1995-96.

tlns letter.

In addition, in order to
insure that you have a sufficient
understanding of proper documentation techniques the Council is requiring that you resubmit the paper in question with
proper documentation. If you do
not comply with this requirement within 10 days ofrecieving
this letter the Council will recommend the penalty of separation from the University to the
Committee on Administration.
You may appeal this decision in
writing to the President of the
University within one week of
recieving this letter.

We thank you for your
cooperation in this matter.
Dear:
The Honor Council has found
you in violation of this Honor
Code on your final exam in ,
Spring Tenn of 1995. As a result
the Council has decided t.o assign
you an F in course . Plagiarism
of another student's graded work
is unacceptable. In general it is
better t.o say t.oo much about
your sources than t.oo little. Negligence is not an excuse, considering the Honor Council make a
continued to page 10

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

No Smoking
continued from page 3

Dear :
You have been found in
violation of the Honor Code
regarding your paper in , Spring
Tenn, 1995. Your use of secondary sources without proper
documentation clearly constitutes plagiarism as well as a disregard for the explicit directions
given for the assignment. The
Honor Council has, therefore,
assigned you an F in course .
The Council strongly
urges you to seek assistance
regarding proper documentation
from the Writing Lab so that
you may avoid future problems
in your course work at
Lawrence. You have the option
to appeal the Council's decision
to the University president
within one week of recieving

C/iarlej :J/ie :J/orijf

&
On The A~enue
Eut 219
Appleton, WI ~911

Phone 73"-8793

Other members of the council, however, questioned the significance of the effect the survey
would have on the decision-making process on the basis that the
representatives were consulting
their particular constituents.
Small-house representative Laura Buchholz commented, ".. . I
don't think that anything that
will be found out by the polls will
be any different than what we
are seeing here."
LUCC Recording Secretary
Crystal Cullerton, though disappointed about the decision to go
ahead with the legislation, feels
that the actions of the council
will remain in place even after
the findings of the Coffeehouse
survey are published. "L don't
think it will be amended because
right now a lot of people are saying that they're not going down
because of the smoking and
they're allergic and their eyes
are watering and what not ... and
smokers can walk right there in
the hallway and smoke." Cullerton went on t.o say, "I think that
for the benefit for the health of
others that would be fine."

report gave evidence that the
committee was racially and
intellectually biased. He wrote a
40-page appeal to W arch and
requested that the case be
turned over to an independent
ad hoc committee.
Warch opted to return the
case to the original tenure committee, which again recommended that Sanjines be denied
tenure. In an interview with the
Lawrentian, Warch stated that
in order for him to refer an
appeal t.o an ad hoc committee,
the case "would have t.o ' raise
issues that would lead me t.o conclude that the tenure committee
itself would be disqualified from
considering [that case]. I did not
so conclude and I have never so
concluded." The appeal was officially denied on January 15,
1996, which concluded the proceedings outlined in Lawrence's
tenure policies.
On February 1, 15 faculty
members of Lawrence's Foreign
Language Coalition signed a
petition quoting the Tenure
Committee's report and asserting that "the use of such generic
criticism [is] inappropriate; references t.o inherent limitations
or strengths of any ethni·c group
or subgroup are unwarranted in
tenure decisions." In culminatio.n of these events, the AAUP
sent their letter of March 18 t.o
President Warch, who responde'd
with a letter to Kreiser and Sanjines.
In his letter, written on April
10 to the AAUP, Warch
explained that Lawrence's decision-making process had been
fully concluded and that the procedures "do not provide for a second review of an appeal." Additionally, he commented that he
did not think an ad hoc committee would come t.o a "different
conclusion" after considering the
full record. He wrote further
that, because Sanjines "elected
t.o file suit against the university," further on-campus deliberations were unnecessary and
unwarranted.
Warch's letter did, however,
express interest in faculty discussions to create a committee
that would comply with the
AAUP's standards. He introduced the possibility that future
changes in tenure policy might
guarantee candidates access t.o
an appeals ad hoc committee not
previously involved in their
tenure cases. Finally, he asserted that whatever changes are
made, they should not be used
"retroactively" t.o affect earlier
cases.
In an accompanying letter
addressed to SanJines, Warch
reiterated his statement that the
appeals process in Sanjines' case
is closed and wrote that "the university does not intend to participate in a public debate on this
matter." He stated that informing and involving faculty and
students "serves only to protract
a process that has gone on for
over a year."
In response, Kreiser wrote a
second letter t.o Warch on April
15 and Sanjines rebutted
Warch's statements in an April
17 letter ·t.o Kreiser. While the
AAUP welcomed the university's

openness to reevaluating a longstanding tenure policy, it
expressed continued agitation
over Sanjines' claim that he was
denied tenure because of"impermissible discrimination" on the
part of the Tenure Committee.
"In view of the seriousness of his
allegations and of the concerns
expressed by his colleagues in
the {iniversity's Foreign Language Coalition, we would hope
that you might reconsider your
decisions in this regard," Kreiser
wrote .
Sanjines' letter again urged
the AAUP t.o take a stand on his
behalf, although the organization had already acted two days
earlier. He claimed that the
president had the authority t.o
"rule that, in view of the unusual circumstances the review of
my appeal was hopelessly flawed
... and set it aside as nullity." He
contended that his case is precisely the kind for which the current Lawrence policies allow the
president to grant a faculty
grievant an ad hoc committee.
Countering Warch's claim
that a retroactive application of
modified procedures would be
inappropriate, Sanjines wrote,
"that he wronged others in the
past is no justification for wronging me in the present." Lastly,
Sanjines addressed the assertion
· that, because he filed a complaint with the Equal Opportunities Commission, the entire
issue is "moot" because the university delayed in responding t.o
his appeal until "after [the] time
for filing [his] complaint had
elapsed," thus leaving him with
"no choice" but t.o act immediately. He pointed out that the establishment of a university ad hoc
committee might settle the case
out of court.
Kreiser said in a later interview that the AAUP is not necessarily sticking up for Sanjines;
it is "not making any judgment
as to the merit of his claim." Its
reaction is to the lack of automatic access t.o an independent
ad hoc or appeals committee in
the university's tenure policies.
He also noted that while it is
Sanjines' case that brought this
issue into the open, "whatever
remedy that may be achieved for
the purposes of future cases
doesn't do him any good ."
Sanjines has circulated petitions to all Lawrence faculty
members ,
sought
alumni
addresses t.o inform university
supporters, and attempted to
address the issue in a discussion
on diversity on Wednesday, May
8. The administration remains
bound to silence on many issues
and the AAUP has declined t.o
comment further.

CAH<PUS
'BARBER SHOP
BRAD HIETPAS, Prop.
Comer WASHINGTON and
· DURKEE StrNte

Phone 739-1805

Appleton, Wlaconaln
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WLFM Survey Results Completed
·

BY }OSH SEVERSON

"·

We at WLFM have finally
found the time to tabulate the
surveys that some of you
returned at the end of second
term. Every person on campus
received one in their mailbox.
The survey was not designed for
stringent statistical analyses .
Rather, we wanted feedback on
some q1,1estions pertinent to the
station's future at Lawrence. For
the purpose of this interpretation, the WLFM staff concerned
ourselves with percentages only.
Not surpri singly WLFM
received a total of only 134 completed surveys: 35 staff and faculty and 99 student. Of the surveys received, several were not
fully completed. In addition we
were not surprised to read some
searing criticism, and some of the
more critical comments revolved
around the actual authoring of
the survey (i.e., "purposely
skewed" questions).
We at WLFM would like to
extend sincere apologies to any
individual, · student and staff
member alike, who was insulted
by any typing errors, secular jargon, or suggestions to become an
active contributor to the station.
These ~versights have been taken seriously, and in the future we
will dot all of our "i"s and bear in
mind that we are all helplessly
sinking in a quagmire-like stagnation together.
Unfortunately, we discovered
that a great deal of people on this
campus are greatly misinformed
about the station. In one particular intriguing instance, we
learned that the station represents a great bastien of cutthroat patriarchy. (I promise not
to boss Ms. Sanford, our world
beat director, any longer.)· On
both the student and staff
results, the overwhelming majority indicated that the station was
only "somewhat" visible or not
visible enough. As station manager my ·duty is to promote the
station to the campus and to the
community, and clearly we need

to do more promotional activitie,.s.
Approximately half of those
surveyed listen to less than one
hour per week to WLFM. Blues,
jazz, and classical are the overwhelming favorite music genres.
Most feel that the djs' performance and knowledge of their
respective genres is adequate for

a college campus. There was a
huge response to the question~
about other programs and campus events in which WLFM
should broadcast, though the
favorite was LU concerts. Again,
approximately half of the people
estimated that 25% of LU students tune into 91.1. The main
explanation for this was that
they felt students listen more to .
other stations, and the respondents claim also to listen to the
competition more. Overall, the
majority felt that the station is
important to the campus and the
community for various reasons.
A very small percentage indicated that they felt the station was
not that important. There was a
favorable response to Trivia
Weekend . By in large, there was
a strong feel that the faculty
should get involved with the station in one way or another.
There appears to be convincing
support to lengthen WLFM's
broadcasting day, and approximately 20% of students like Wisconsin Public Radio (which is
borrows WLFM's signal from
6am to 7pm weekdays and from a

substantial portion on Saturdays
and Sundays), while a little over
50% of the stagg appreciate WPR
broadcasting. The general consensus was that WLFM should
continue to program a variety of
shows.
This report is quite brief and
does not contain information

from every question or item on
the survey. Plus, it lacks the
majority of the colorful comments
that we had the pleasure ofreading. With this in mind, we are
offering the opportunity for any
individual to obtain the full
results by contacting me at the
station by phone (x6567) or by
campus mail. Feel free to contact
me for any other reason, as well,
especially if you wish to become
part of the WLFM winning team.
We'd let you perform a full statistical analysis of the survey
results if you so desire . On
behalf of the djs and staff, I
thank anyone who participated
in the survey.
Hopefully, we will acquire the
ability to purchase the proper
and expensive equipment to
broadcast out-of-studio events by
next year.
Many of you
expressed interest in purchasing
WLFM merchandise, and we. are
proud to tell you that we now
have classy t-shirts and attractive bumper stickers. We hope to
make them available through the
Union Station, but in the meantime you can con~ct me.
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Prepared for a Fire Alarm?
If there was a fire in
your buidling, you
had about 30 seconds to get out of your room
and you could only take one thing with you,
what would it be?
CoMPn..Eo BY ARIE FARNAM

Rachel Beck: "I'd probably grab my roommate."

Trina Grieshaber: "That's
easy! My medicine."

Pete Edwards: "There's a
copy of 'Oh, The Places
You'll Go" by Dr. Seuss
in my room and I'd take
that first."

Granham Kuhn: "I would
take the Sega Genesis
with NBA live '96 with
me. It's a video game."

Anna Rappe: "If it was in
America, I'd take my
passport."

Aimee Bogrand: "I wou ld
grab the discs with my
honors project on them."

Coffeehouse Kicks Off it_s Grand Opening
BY } ACKIE GEHRING

When a student and a professor wish to continue a discussion
outside of class, they head to the
Viking Room or the Grill. But
what if you are under age 21, and
as endearing as the grill ladies
are, you are sick of hearing
"mozzie sticks" shouted across
the room? The folks across from
the VR have the answer: the new
and improved coffeehouse.
As some of the upperclassmen
on the. campus will remember,
the Coffeehouse was a place
where there was a performance
once a week. It was closed to the
campus, except for group activities. That is how junior Shannon
Sackett remembers it, too, Col,Iling from the West Coast, ·she
missed what real coffeehouses
always offered her, namely the
coffee. "In Alaska, coffee was a
way of life. I instantly fell in love
· with the potential of the coffeehouse," said Sackett. "It's the
best room on the campus and it
wasn't being used for more than

an occasional performance."
Sackett became a member of
the Coffeehouse Committee and
decided to try to make it into a
real coffeehouse . First, the committee opened it to those who
wished to study and also drink
some coffee, but the resources for
the project were limited. This
year, Sackett gathered support,
for a complete renovation of the
coffeehouse from Associate Dean
of Students Paul Shrode, Dean of
Students C. R. Motts Thomas,
Associate Director of Food Services--Cash Operations Maurine
Doyen, and Associate Director of
the Physical Plant John Moder.
She developed a proposal and
these four helped her put it in
motion. "All the deans backed
each· other," -~aid' Sackett.· "It's a
good reflection of the administration acting for the students. They
moved quickly on it."
Voila! Instant coffeehouse!
Well, not exactly. After much
planning, Sackett and team had
to get approval and funding, and
then the work, .began. They low-

ered the ceiling and installed honor code so that places like this
new lights and a stereo system. can exist."
Then they re-painted the stage
To promote these discussions ,
and the walls . Carpeting and the Coffeehouse will be hosting a
new overstuffed couches and coffee talk entitled "Life and
chairs followed. Student art deco- Times: Coffee Talk in the Coffeerates the walls in a continually house ." Such distinguished
changing exhibit. Neva Sills, the speakers as Professors Bridget
curator of the Coffeehouse, . is Reischl, William Sloane Coffin,
working diligently to get dona- and Dean Thomas will be invited
tions of art and to create an eye- to chat with students about anycatching exhibit of · some of thing under the sun. "We wanted
Lawrence's best. The coffeehouse to open up communication outplans on having a moving art side of the classroom that would
exhibit, to add a new creative have no pre-determined topic,"
spark to conversations and claimed Sackett. "This will not be
amplify the mood . Tables bearing a Main Hall forum ."
charming candles further the
In addition, the Coffeehouse
effect. The Coffeehouse provides has a jazz ensemble performance
books and magazines, such as the every Monday night and hopes to
political George, c01~puteristic . book other acts too. When there
Wired, and histotjcal . copies of are no performances, one may lisLife from the 1960s.
ten to Billie Holiday and other
"We really tried to create a artists while studying or chatliving-room feeling," emphasized ting. The people at the CoffeeSackett, "to foster the feeling house hope that it will become a
that facilitates student and facul- place to talk excitedly over the
ty/staff discussion. We just hope latest symphony concert or digest
that everyone treats it like their the latest IMAGE movie. "We
own living room. We have an want it to be a cafe, a theater,

and a lounge for everyone on
campus," concluded Sackett.
The menu at the Coffeehouse
borrows from many of the local
coffeehouses, but also has its own
flair . There will be cheesecake,
not Downer cheesecake, rather
the same kind used by a local coffeehouse. There also are a variety
of coffees, other hot drinks, and
cool
drink
alternatives.
Lawrence's Coffeehouse serves a
staple of the Wisconsin diet,
cream puffs. "Our coffee is important; we wanted to have quality
coffee," asserted Sackett, "so we
will be serving freshly roasted
coffee directly from the Coffee
Nook downtown ." All these dishes are priced for students, with
only one menu item over $2.00.
To· inake the · Coffeehouse more
accessible financially, students
will be able to use their validineNiking cards to pay for their
sustenance next year.
The only controversy surrounding this new and improved
Lawrence
establishment is

continued to page 6
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The Couch Potato, the therapist and the asshole
lby Hrushit Bhatt

J

1 ne

md1v1dua
of today seems to be turning into
the ultimate couch potato. And
why shouldn't he? He does, after
all, have the most comfortable
couch in the world. He has a
remote control with which to
numb his mind and a therapist
seated in the chair next to him; a
loving, caring, and intuitive soul
who helps him feel better about
himself. No sooner does someo.n e
point a finger at him or bring him
face to face with an unpleasant
fact about himself than he turns
to his therapist and looks for
comfort. In a time of New Age
philosophy, psychic help lines,
self-improvement books, and support groups the self-aware individual is shunned as consistently
as the silver-tongued therapist is
celebrated. Why? Because one of
them is an asshole. Why would
anyone listen to an asshole when
he has a honey-dripping sycophant to listen to? Because the
one tells you that it isn't your
fault; why blame yourself when
you have a ready and willing
scapegoat in society-parents,
schools and educators, environment? And because the other
will tell you that anything which
causes you to feel sorry for your:
self is as much your fault as it is
anyone else's. And, what's more,
he says, the fact that you wallow
in self-pity is nobody's fault but
your own. Which one do you
think it is more pleasing and selffulfilling to listen to-the therapist with his golden lie or the asshole intellectual with his hateful
and pragmatically penetrating
observations?
And, besides, the therapist has something hanging on
his wall which tells you that he is
telling the truth; and what a happy truth it is-feel good about
yourself because it isn't your
fault that you are pathetic. The
therapist has a rainbow for
everyone. If you happen to be
coloured, blame the white man's
evil; the women can blame the
horrifying patriarchic hegemony;
the homosexual can blame the
straight white American male .
And, lo behold, before you can
even sing "We're a happy family''
he has made everyone feel better
about themselves.
In the
swirling mist of a culture plagued
with doubt and fraught with the
anxiety of being who you are , it is
the therapist with his test tube of
fairy dust to whom the distraught individual of today turns .

And it is that quack of the highest order, the therapist, whose
dogma has pervaded the dozens
of liberation movements of
today-"We will feel better about
ourselves, we deserve it," shout
the teeming hordes of the incarcerated and the underprivileged.
All sorts of "minorities"
celebrate the past glories of their
forbears in order to feel better
about themselves today. They
gloss over insignificant details
and exaggerate half-truths to
make themselves feel better.
They rediscover previously overlooked members of their kind and
place them on pedestals, the
bases of which they crowd in the
hope that this association will, at
last, endow them with some prestige and pride. Homosexuals, for
instance, celebrate the achievements of fellow homosexuals
that, by some twist of fate, also
happened to be writers and
artists . But they recognise the
man for being a homosexual.-first,
and an artist second. Was the
man a homosexual first . and a
writer second? And, even if he
was, how does that help the
homosexual of today feel better
about himself? Is this empty
idolatry supposed to help today's
several hyphenated-Americans,
homosexuals, and women know
themselves and feel better about
who they are today? Is this aimless stagnation in the rotting garlands of yesterday worth anything real today? It seems rather
puerile, this behaviour and its
convoluted inner logic-much
like a child who, leafing through
the pages of a history book, finds
a picture of John F. Kennedy and
feels pleased with himself
because his first name, too, is
John .
And why this great
emphasis upon feeling good anyway? Or, rather, why is there
such a multitude of people who
feel so bad? Is the way that they
feel someone else's fault or does
the blame lie with themselves?
And if they do feel so terrible
about themselves, is it necessarily the obligation of those who do
not to help them feel better?
Take, for example, the
recent goings-on at the Lawrence
campus. The year with its fiftytwo weeks has obviously proved
too finite . There are no longer
enough weeks in the year to contain the endless celebration of
those things that have been hated for so long and now seek the
prestige they deserve in our culture. This week is Women's
Week at Lawrence.
Oddly

enough, it lasts only for four
days; did someone shortchange
the women again? DFC, however, has graced us with a showcase
of feminist blasphemies. Pictures of near-naked women, models and supermodels that is, are
surrounded with clever captions
denouncing the currently held
ideal of the female body. A curious thing reveals itself-if one
were to take a close look at any of
the women putting up those pictures, one would not find that
they stray very far from the norm
that they, so heartily, despise.
Ask them if they watch what they
eat, if they workout, if they dress·
in a certain manner and one will
probably find that a lot of them
do. The insidious work of the sovereign halfwit, the therapist, is
profoundly manifest in this.
What these women want
is to tell other women, primarily,
that they do not have to look like
a supermodel or even aspire to
look like one in order to feel good
about themselves. A noble and
praiseworthy sentiment; it is
couched, however, in the subtlest
of hypocrisies. Why is it that we
see pictures of"beautiful" women
with an underlying message that
says, "It is okay if you do not look
like this?" Why do we not,
instead, see pictures of "fat" and
"ugly" women with an underlying
message that speaks directly to
women thus defined by the norm
and says to them, "It is okay if
you look like this?" Simply put,
because no one wants to see that.
Because the women who put
those pictures up are, themselves, so frustrated by the
"angst" of being trapped in the
inescapable labyrinth of a norm
that they willingly entered and
still prescribe to. Because their
only hope is to exorcise it in others so that they can feel good
about themselves. But they cannot throw the truth of a "fat"
woman's appearance at her and
say, "If this is you it's okay."
Because that would be insensitive and uncivil. Because the
therapist has decreed that the
"truth" does not have to be so bitter.
BGLASS held a Midwestern conference on identity, a
"Pride"
conference .
They
brought in speakers to discuss
gay issues, had workshops to promote a truer understanding of
gay issues, and did other fun
things .
A conference that
enabled members of the gay community to voice their "pride" to
the droves (25) of people in atten-

Women's Week Billboard Vandalism Con't
continued from page 1
immature but not surprising."
She went on to say, "I think this
emblematic of a generally existent and very subtle sexism
among the students on the campus. But since this is such a
minor thing and nobody is coming forward about making such
a strong statement about why
they think women's week is a
problem, it's easy for people to
write it off as a joke. That it's ·
just a light little thing that
could be funny so nobody bothers to take it seriously, and no
one bothers to consider the fact

"I think this is
emblamatic of a
generally existent and very
subtle sexism
among
sutudents on the
campus."
-Rebecca Whelen

that people might be really hostile to the idea of feminism."
The DFC billboard is not the
first recent instance of mistreatment of student advertising on
the West end of the campus. On
April 18th, signs promoting the
BGLASS Pride Conference were
removed within eight hours of
their distribution according to
conference chair Joe Tennis.
Paul Shrode also noted that
DFC has had signs torn down in
previous years.

Coffee House
Opening Cont't

dance and raise their self-esteem.
The conference helped members
continued from page 5
of the gay community reaffirm
whether
or not it should be
their identity, strengthen their
smoke-free. There has been conconvictions, and do several other
sideration of making the Coffeefeelgood things that hopefully house half smoking and half
had the net effect of making them non-smoking, all non-smoking,
feel better about themselves. or all smoking. Although Sackett
BGLASS lost approximately does not smoke, she is not posi$7,000 by way of this fruitless tive whether the Coffeehouse
exercise in self-affirmation. "We should be smoking or non-smoking. "I have never been to a cofare real people now," said the
feehouse that did not allow
keynote speaker. Well, I'm glad smoking," said Sackett. "I'm not
he realised that, but who was he sure how many non-smokers
trying to convince? Flaunting there are on campus and how
insecurities masked as "pride" at many of them would be using the
a conference may help one's Coffeehouse. I'm sure Motts
image, and I hope it achieved at [Dean Thomas] and Paul [assistant Dean Shrode] would be
least that, but it will not help one
interested in the opinions of the
see oneself that much better; or students."
maybe it will, but only if one conThe Coffeehouse is open as a
tinues to look through t~e eyes o
student lounge from 8:00 a.m.
until 1:00 a.m. and serves food
others.
These people on the one seven days a week from 6:30
hand claim that in all their life, p.m. until 12:30 a .m. On
and in the history of their prede- Wednesdays, the Coffeehouse
also serves 8:00 a.m.-10:00 a .m.
cessors, they have been talked to and 2:00 p.m .-4:00 p.m. Wednesinstead of listened to. They have days will be test for determining
been told about themselves; and whether the Coffeehouse should
about what is right for them, who add morning and afternoon
they are and how they are sup- hours next year.
Sackett is happy with the
posed to be. And all this they
have believed and accepted, results of her hard work, "I feel
like I am giving something back
albeit, unwillingly-because it
to the Lawrence community. It
has been forced down their will be sad to leave it next year."
throats. Now, doltish as this
might seem anyway, it is no less
doltish than what they do now:
they turn to someone else in
order to hear an entirely different
body of things about them, except
this time they are nice things.
Does that make the things they The Lawrentian extends hearty
hear about themselves any less congradulations to this year's
someone else's than before? I
winners of Lawrence's Wriston
one h_a s something to feel good
and West scholarships.
about, then one would know it.
He would not need to seek for it
Justin Richard Ritzinger of
in the eyes of others. It is not the
River Falls, WI, and Ellen Cass
organisers of the BGLASS conference, BGLASS or any of the other Turner of Waunakee, WI won
minority groups that I am really the prestigious and useful Edwin
criticising here, but rather the N . and Ruth Z West Scholarship.
ignoble and odious mentality that Ann Melissa Dude of New
they are succumbing to. And Berlin, WI, Eliza Calver Hamwhat of the would be asshole- mer of Milwaukee, WI and
intellectual writing this? He can, .Richard Dana Johnson of Wite
of course, blame society for mak- Bear Lake , MN received the
ing him into such a jaded individ- Henry Merritt Wriston Scholarual. Who knows, maybe he is ship Award, widely considered
such an asshole only because it Lawrences highest honor for conmakes himself feel a little better? tinuing students ..

Congradulations
West & Wriston
Scholars!

SOME THINGS ARE 1VIEANT
TO BE CLOSED
For decades, MDA has
YOUR MIND ISN'T
ONE OF THEM.

shown how valua.ble
people with clisabiijt1es
are to society. We
believe ta.lent, ability
and desire a.re more
important than
strength of a person's
muscles . The one
barrier these people
can't overcome is a.
closed mind. Keep
yours open.
l-800-871-1717
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Letters to the Editor
pus passing out a newspaper entitled
HOMOSEXUALITY: THE TRUTII.
Having been made aware of that I
responded, as many others on campus
did, with phone calls to the Dean of
The fact that a Christian
group was handing out newspapers
Students Office. then to Campus
concerning homosexuality shocked
Activities Office, and finally to Physime. The content of the newspapers cal Plant. I was reassured by Physical
appalled me. I quickly found this par- Plant that they were taking care of the
ty and accepted a newspaper from
situation. I was relieved.
them wanting to read the articles
On my way to my 11 :10
before discussing the publication with class I saw members of this group still
the group. As I skimmed over it, I · passing out the hate-papers to stubegan to shake. I could not believe the
dents. I missed having an encounter
hate their words
with them, but several of my fellow
carried. The expressions used to students were not so lucky.
describe homosexuals were unkind
Once in the Conservatory, I
and harmful. Adjectives such as was lambasted by "Have you see
"nasty, wicked, filthy, beastly, and
this!" from several people. I was even
unnatural" verbally abuse homosexuasked the question "What are we
als. These Christians are just as viogoing to do about this?"
So
lent as they claim homosexuals to be. Lawrence. what are we going to do
I was horrified by the way the article about this? The lunch conversation
"Homosexuality and the law" by Paswas saturated with the topic of this
tor Rolph Ovadal suggested that mornings horror. It seemed humorous
homosexuals should be "disallowed
to some how ridiculous these people
certain civil rights as well, such as
were. Then I discovered that they
being allowed to teach, care for, and
indeed left campus. With a slight sigh
ad[o]pt children." A denial or even a
I fini shed my milk and left for class.
violation of these rights would make
Outside Downer Commons I heard
homosexuals non -human, wh ich
my name ring from the lungs of a
would lead to homosexuals being friend of mine. She was exasperated.
ostricized and maybe even eventually
We walked towards the center of camtheir death (remember Hitler?).
pus and she told me of her morning.
I went. accompan ied by two friends. Earlier. a friend handed her the paper
to speak with the visitors from Monshe literally began to shake. Crying,
roe. WI. We rationalized that they she burst into the President's Office
would listen to Christian students, if and demanded to know what was
anyone. We di scussed. or tried to dis- going on. The President had already
cuss. the publication with them for
received a copy of the paper. She told
about 45 minutes explaining that the
m 3e she was going to every Dean on
articles were harmful and suspicious. campus to let them know how she felt.
I believe that the newspapers were not That is what she was doing about this
distributed to help students underugly incident.
stand what the Bible says about
A letter writing campaign
homosexuality: they were addressed was suggested by a friend of mine
to homophobics, giving them justifiwho signed his email quoting some
cation for their fear and hatred. We
hateful names he read in this psuedotried to tell the group that the articles paper. Other messages about the
were not loving or helpful to anyone.
paper on my voice mail contained the
but the pastor did not listen to us. He words "Nazi propaganda", "hateful",
thought we were young and implied and "horrible". So Lawrence, here is
that we did not understand the scrip- my letter.
tures.
There is nothing that keeps
Hopefully you will not associate this
this kind of hate off of our public
publication with all Christians. I. persidewalks. It takes a higher level of
sonally. believe that love and relationships can accomplish much more in acceptance which in reality should be
our community than a newspaper. In celebration of diverse peoples and
cultures to bring about that kind of
my opinion. there is only one thing to
be done with the publication. Recycle change. That celebration and change
can only come with awareness and
it.
Sincerely,
educaiton. This change is in your
Deanna Jones
hands. Lawrence University. What
President of LCF
are we going to do about this?
Class of '96
Dear Members of the Lawrence Community.

This morning around 10:00
am it was called to my attention that
there was a group of people on cam-

Joe Te nnis
5 . t 5.96

Write for the Ltlwrentian!
We desparately need writers for
next year. Aside from achieving glamour and fame while schmoozing with
campus elites, you develop important
skills like questioning, interpreting,
and writing. The Lawrentian pays its
staff writers and also cares for their
general wellfare. Give it a thought.

Shiffler Writes "Towny Pet Peeve List!"
('The Shjnio& is the scariest movie

BY MIKE SHIFFLER

I've ever seen"). Fortunately. this was

If I were to ask one hundred

primarily a special effects movie. and

Lawrentians to list their top ten pet

these special effects were impressive

peeves, the word "townies" would

enough even to leave these townies

appear in the top five of ninety of

speechless, at least temporarily. Nev-

those lists. I don't mean to say that all

ertheless, when we left. I silently

townies are inherently evil, just that a

cursed Appleton and all its residents

lot of the locals we come into contact . and looked forward to Celebrate.
with are poor ambassadors for the

Celebrate is the one time of year when

for nine months of the year. and it's no
picnic. In fact. Lawrentians are at the
heart of most townie pet peeves ...

Top Ten Townie Pet Peeves
10) Can never beat Rik Warch in drag
races on the Ave.

townies and Lawrentians almost co-

9) No one at Lawrence has big hair.

-

exist peacefully. I say "almost"

8)

We arrived early and the theater was

because one aspect of Celebrate

greater Appleton community.
Last week Gish and I went to ~

full of townies of all ages. To make

attracts the wrong element of townies.

matters worse. we sat in front of and to

I am not referring to the beer stands.

the side of high-school-age.ct townies

the carnival fo ods. or the country

(a lethal combination). After I heard

stage. The problem is the craft area.

how much the girl behind me hated

Now I can't prove this. but I suspect

one of her class speakers, and how her

that the people who talked during

friend's senior pictures were "like the

Tuis.te.r are the same people wh o

coolest ever," I turned to Gish and

come to Celebrate for the craft stands.

asked how he was doing. He respond-

and in ten years. the high school kids

ed, "When I hear people talk about

at Tuistef will be fixtures in the Cele-

Lawrence stinks less the rest of

Appleton.
7) Contrary to popular belief. neither
Lawrence boys nor girls are easy.
6) LU stu dents always laugh at townies when they cruise the Ave.
5)

LU students never get carded:

townies always do (even when they
aren ' t wearing letter jackets).

Fleet Farm, I know I'm not in Denver

brate craft area. I can sum up all the

anymore."

crafts for sale at Celebrate in two

4) Pick-up line that lead to their con-

After what seemed like an eternity. the

words: overpriced crap. I mean what

ception (" Hey. hot stuff. wanna go for

lights dimmed, and the previews start-

kind of person buys a sign that pro-

ed. In some civilized parts o_f the

claims. "Old Crow Lives Here"? I

a ride in the back seat of my Cut-

world, this is a signal to the audience

don't know , but unlike drunk fat guys

lass?':-) doesn' t work on Lawrentians.

to shut up, but not in Appleton. People

in Green Bay Packer T-shirts and their

kept talking until the preview for The

big-haired girlfriends. these craft-buy-

RQd. was half over. This was only the

ers give townies a bad name. It's no

beginning. Apparently most mem~rs

wonder Lawrence students loathe

of the audience thought they were at

Appleton residents: town ies talk dur-

3) Lawrence campus taking up space
that could be used for a bar. a parking
ramp, or a year-round craft fair.

Married With Chj)-

ing movies and they prevent Celebrate

2) Townies now have to ·pay a small

.d.[en. They talked through the credits

from becoming what it should be: a

fin e fo r running over Lawrentians.

of Tuistef. During the fil m. whenever

drunk- fest of . appalling proportions

there was a dull moment, people

and nothing more.

would discuss the non-existent story

There is. however. another side to th is

line. or offer commentary on the film :

story. Townies have to put up with us

home watching

1) Lawre nce is chock fu ll o· F.I.B.s.
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Administrative Overload: An Op~n Letter to the Dean of Students
Dear Mr. Thomas,
I was one of many Lawrentians extremely pleased that you
were appointed as Dean of Students at Lawrence. My interactions with you, howevei; brief,
have always solidified my opinion
of you as enthusiastic, courteous,
and sincerely concerned about the
stude11ts you serve.
I am sorry to say that I am
increasingly finding that this
enthusiasm is being wrongly
focused . Starting with the sillY
'keg-ban" at parties, and culminating recently in the so-called
"Sage Bust," your tenure at
Lawrence has been marked by an
increasing tendency to regulate
the
social
atmosphere
at
Lawrence.
I understand that consumption of alcohol is illegal for persons under 21 years of age, and
that marijuana usage is illegal
for persons of any age. However, I think you need to understand the role that college plays
in the lives of Americans; and
Lawrentians in panicular. In
short, college is a time when students, free at last from restrictions of their parents, set out on a

mission to find out what they truly "are". It follows, rather logically, that students find out what
they are most clearly by finding
out what they are not.
This
mission
inevitably
results in the consumption of
alcoholic beverages, sometimes in
mass quantity. For some, it leads
therein to try drugs like marijuana .
The campus policy at
Lawrence, and at most colleges
for that matter, has always been
to look the other way - students
have traditionally learned the
"hard way" how much they can
demand from their bodies.
Until recently, the center of
Lawrence's social life, especially
for freshmen and sophomores,
. were the weekend parties at fraternity-houses. This is no longer
the case. The only individuals to
be found drinking at these "parties" nowadays are fraternity
members; pledges, and females.
This is partly due to insurance
concerns, and also partly due to
the prudish moralism of IFC,
which for some reason simply can
not bring itself to establish a
small cover charge for entry.
Your "keg-ban" at parties, however, was certainly no help.

Did you honestly believe that Lawrence.
were hande out, students were
this policy would do any good?
Ms . Ector certainly was right outraged, and the APD has a new
Am I the only one who has failed in doing something. If the smell way to meet its quotas - this all
to see. some sort of widespread, ofmarijuana was polluting the could have been easily avoided,
an ti-alcohol
consciousness entire dorm, then other peoples' and in the past, it would have
sweeping the campus? To be right to privacy and comfort was with a simple request from the
sure, bottles and cans were abun- being violated. The traditional Hall Director. I cannot help but
dantly in use before the ban was Lawrence RHD approach would think that such incidents will
in place, but the ban has ensured have been as follows:
become increasingly common(Knock)
that most of the drinking on
place as more Hall Directors feel
campus goes on in small, person"Hey guys, try putting some the pressure to "crack down" on
al settings.
wet towels underneath the door. illegal behavior. Inevitably, this
These individuals then stum- Opening the window might be means strained relations in resible across the campus, half- nice too. As it is_, you're annoying dence halls, and even more trou·
drank, in the freezing cold to everyone else, so thishas to stop. ble.
attend the fraternity gathering of Put it out and air out the room If
Dean Thomas, in the next few
the evening.
it's that important to you, put on weeks, take a moment to reflect
It all is an exercise in futility, a coat and go outside - doesn't on what college is really all
which instead of decreasing alco- look like you'll feel a thing. I about. Think about your college
holic consumption on campus, don't want to have to bring this years, about the silly things you
has increased disruptive drink- up again."
<lid, and the lessons you learned
ing in the dorms, whether that be
Contrast this to the approach on your own without any adminin always-lively Plantz or "sub- taken by Ms . Ector. Sensing istrative help. Your intentions
stance-free " Kohler.
"wrong-doing," (oh no!) Ms. are good, but good intentions do
However, it is the "Sage Bust" Ector immediately called Securi- not necessarily make good policy.
which is so upsetting, mostly ty, who themselves have always . A tolerant and libertarian social
because the traditional sanctity enjoyed strong approval from atmosphere is a crucial yardstick
of the closed door at Lawrence Lawrentians for their "hands-off' for liberal arts colleges these
has been violated. True, this was policies. Security, however, was days , and Lawrence is no differMs . Ector's doing, not yours, but I apparently in a prickly mootl this ent.
don't think it a coincidence that night, and called the Appleton
Very ~incerely yours,
such boldness by a residence hall Police.
director occurs in the midst of
Dean Thomas, what did this
Jonathan Judge
increasing social regulation at . all really accomplish? Citations
Class of 97

More News Briefs: Awards, Plays ...
continued from page 2

lege in Virginia, Hope College in
Michigan, Davis and Elkins College in West Virginia, and at present is Professor Emeritus and
Composer in Resi dence at State
University, College at Fredonia,
New York.
The concert also includeed
Sonata pian ' e forte by Giovanni
Gabrieli, Serenade in D minor,
op. 44 by Anton Dvorkak ,
Sounds Shapes and Symbols by
Leslie Bassett.

Lawrence
Student
Startled by Prominent
Award
Down Beat Magazine has
awarded Lawrence students
with a prestigious honor eight
times since 1985 . This year,
Lawrence junior Javier Arau
received the outstanding college
performance award in the jazz
instrumentali st category.
The award , known as a DB,
is one of the highest forms of
recognition for college and high
school music students. Arau
found out about the award when
he was casually walking by pro-

YEAR ROUND
EMPLOYMENT
Agency prc,,,icting supports and services
lo peBOnS 1/1/ith &peeial needs has everyother weekend po&~ion& available in our
local residential programs
As a program auistant you w,11 teach
skllls, provide peraonaVhome cares,
transportluco.rt persons to fun
c.ommunily activities. Wages start at
-'$& .'40 per' hciur. Nb experienc·e·
neceua,y. We provide paid training

Feel good abcQ youl'Mlf while helping
another person live life to its fullest II
interested, cattChrll at 236-6560, write,
e1 apply by Apnl 26, 1996, at: 424
Washington Avenue, OshkD6h, WI

54901

RCOO
Equal Opportun~ Employe,

fessor Ken Schaphorst's office
and noticed a photocopied clipping tacked to the door. After
closer inspection he saw his own
name and apparently had a predictably high-energy reaction.
"I'm still pretty much in a
state of shock," Arau said. "A lot
of hard work has paid off, which
is a real good feeling ." Arau
learned to play several different
instruments as a teenager, but
he began playing the tenor saxophone while in seventh grade
(which proves you don't have to
start at age three to get good).

The Trouble with Traditional . Studies
of
Romanesque Sculpture
The Lawrence University
Fine Arts Colloquium on May 6
consisted of a slide presentation
by Marilyn Schmidt, who manages the Getty Art History Informati on Program in Santa Montica , California . The presentation/lecture "Of Foliage and
Saints and Styles and Time:
Reflections on the Study of
Romanesque
Sculpture"
explored the pros and cons of the
standard ways the academic
community has looked at West
European sculpture of the 11th
and 12th centuries.
Fulbright Competition Opens

expenses for study and research
or assist with travel expenses of
programs that don't provide
travel scholarships. Round-trip
international travel, a research
allowance, tuition waivers, . and
health and accident insurance
are provided.
The J . William Fulbright
Foreign Scholarship Board
requires applicants to be U.S.
citizens and have a bachelor's
degree or equivalent at the start
of the program. Interested
Lawrence students should contact Dean Lauter in the International House. The application
deadline is October 11, 1996.

Guest Recital from
Romania
The Lipatti Quartet, a group
of graduates from the Music
Conservatory of Bucharest,
Romania, performed in Harper
Hall on May 18. This guest
recital included Italian Serenade
for String Quartet by Hugo
Wolf, String Quartet in F Major,
op. 73, no . 3 by Dmitiri
Shostakovich, and Quartet in D
minor, D810 by Franz Schubert.
Calin Lupana and Monica
Boboc, violin, Valentin Ragusitsu, viola, and Radu Nagy, violoncello, formed the quartet in 1992
in Romania .

Honors

Chamber

On May 1, the annual compeMusic Recital
titian for · Fulbright Grants
opened. f.\J,1}9~9 ,ul}9~r;,J:.QfJ\;1:µtµ~ , •• ,, , {lfidget-Micheale Reischl ~II
al Educational
·cultural' .. .
performance of the
Exchange Act of 1961, these
Lawrence Conservatory Contemgrants are intended to "increase
porary Music Ensemble on May
mutual understanding between
21 at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall .
the people of the United States
Lawrence Conservatory ·student,
and other countries through the
Jeffrey Meyer will be featured in
exchange of persons, knowledge
this Honors Chamber Music
and skills.
RecitaL Meyer won the 1996
Fulbright . grants
cover
LCCME ·Composition Competi-

ancl'

direct a

tion . with his work Trio for
Strings.

Archaeology Lecture
Takes on the Olympics
Professor Dan Taylor took a
tour back to ancient Rome during his lecture "Olympia and the
Olympic Games: 776 B.C. - 1996
A.D." on May 7 in Wriston Art
Center. Taylor provided the spirit of the original Olympic games
with a lecture and slide presentation that examined visual evidence of the ancient contests and
explained why the Olympic
games have never been "just
another sporting event."

World-Wide
AIDS
Aw'areness Ceremony
This year, May 19 marked
the largest global annual grassroots AIDS event. The Lawrence
AIDS Awarence Task Force
organized Appleton's observance
of the International AIDS Candlelight Memorial and Mobilization. A Candlelight Ceremony
was held on Main Hall Green at
10 p.m.
In almost 300 U.S . cities and
more than 40 other countries,
the candles of grassroots
activists saluted this year's
theme , "AIDS Discrimination Is
a Global Epidemic." Information
is available from the Task Force
on local HIV/AIDS services and
volunteerism.

Rare Play Up Coming
at Lawrence
"Beholder," the rare histori-

cal romance drama by Ken Prestininzy, is set around the tum of
the century in an artist colony in
Germany. The main characters,

poet Rainer Rile and impressionist painter Paula ModersohnBecker struggle with the career
choices aspiring young artists
continually face .
The third ever performance
of "Beholder" will be directed by
Timothy X. Troy in Lawrence
University Cloak Theatre May
23, 24, and 25 at 8 p .m. Troy, a
freelance director ofoperas and
plays, was a 1985 graduate of
Lawrence, served as a member of
the Lawrence theatre department from 1989-92, and is now a
guest artist at Lawrence .

Baseball can't ...
_ ___
continu.ed_ [rpm pa~

is reason to be optimistic about
next season . The pitching staff
wi ll remain intact as three of the
top five hurlers are freshmen,
and the other two are juniors.
Also, budding stars Louie Clark,
Kenny DePagter, Jerry HaeITel ,
and Ethan Lamont will all
return significantly more experienced. "We will really miss the
leadership and talent the
seniors
provided," believes
Weber. "Next year, some of the
younger players will have to step
up and take charge."
Clark believes that 1.997 will
be one of the best Lawrence
baseball teams ever. ''We were
really young this year, .but next
year we will be a year older and ··~~
a year wiser. If we bring in a
quality
recruiting
class,
Lawrence will be a team to be
reckoned with."
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American Priorities and
the Price of Ignorance
years are a standing army of
symbols attesting to our counThe streets of Kurgan are try's general disregard for educadirty and gray, the pavement is tion.
During the industrial age,
shattered, and the Mafia controls
the disrupted government, but America enjoyed high economic
only a few meters away behind status without an extremely eduthe crumbling walls of a building, cated populous but recently
often without heating or electric- resources have worn thinner and
ity, young people learn foreign education has become more vital
languages, study physics and to economies world wide. In the
engineering and prepare them- past 30 years America neglected
selves for a better 'ruture. Last its schools and universities. The
·fall when I studied in Kurgan, a literacy rate failed to climb with
provincial city in Siberia, the the rest of the world and educateachers hadn't been paid in tional inequities were never
eight months and the students resolved . The children who grew
often worked three to a book. A up with America's dilapidated
sophomore at a Lawrence Uni- educational system, predestined
versity, I could not have passed inequity and apathy are only now
the entrance examinations given entering the · work force . When
those 17 year-old children.
this new generation is asked to
We talk about Germany and be the production generator of
''Th Am .
l America,
J
d
t:~i:n ::re
er1can peop e w h e n
BY ARIE FARNAM

velous edu-have forgotten that one oft hes e
cation sysYo u n g
terns and the fundamental require- Pe O P l e
how they
are called
are
four
ments for a functional upon to
y e a r s
be
the
ahead
of democracy is an informed inn O Va ~~&~
~ ~
we, howev- and interested populous." leaders of
er consider
our counth~t in Russia, a country with a try, what will their ans~er be?
recently collapsed economy, the
On average an Amencan who
educational standards for the graduates from a four-year college
will make around $10,000
majority of young people surpass
our own? It is not only in the more per year than an American
industrialized world, but also in with a high school diploma. If
developing nations, that educa~ Americans make significantly
tion is leaping ahead of the Unit- less and fail to create technologies that .compete on the world
ed States.
The American people have market, what will that mean for
forgotten that one of the funda- our economy? Successful corporamental requirements for a func- tions will look elsewhere for techtional democracy is an informed nology and employees.
The United States has great
and interested populous, and a
certain level of educational equi- potential for educational excelty. American high schools often lence. In countries with far fewer
fail to teach basic reading and resources a basic hierarchy of
writing skills and extravagant social priorities guarantees that
college tuitions force less wealthy education is a major concern in
Americans to accept weaker edu- every political, economic and
cations and greater debts. Local social sector. The American peoschool districts funded by proper- ple demonstrate contempt for
ty taxes guarantee that where education by supporting a govthe wealthy live schools will be ernment that cuts the NEA, pays
better funded and bring in more high school teachers subsistence
wages and steals resources away
experienced teachers .
In comparison, many Asian from from our schools. Until a
and
European
universities community takes as much intercharge little or no tuition . est in the debate team and the
Entrance examinations, howev- physics club, as it does in varsity
er, in are brutally competitive football, we can not entirely
and young people endure acade- blame our government for ecomic pressures unheard of in nomic woes and juvenile delinAmerican public high schools. As quency. With the freedom of our
a result, while most of Europe , society comes the responsibility
the countries of the former Sovi- to consider the future of our
et Union, Australia, and parts of country.
America's status as "the richAsia maintain literacy rates from
98% to 100% the U.S. scrapes est country in the world" is in
above the Third World with a jeopardy, because our economy is
running out of a head start.
96% literacy rate .
As our legislatures continue Putting support in education
to slash educational programs, isn't only a personal thought
we realize that the central issue when one's son or daughter is
is not monetary funding, but sup- trying to make it through college.
port for education in general. 'Supporting education must be a
Without a significant monetary major social priority in the modinvestment in education, the sys- ern world. Children should be
tem will not flourish, but without given the impression that it is
the support of the American peo- their responsibility and privilege
ple in education even funding to pursue knowledge, that they
becomes irrelevant. The finan- are a highly valued part of Amercial aid programs, childrens' sup- ican society. When that value is
port programs, arts and public central to the American way,
media organizations, and public then there will again be hope for
education funds cut in the past the future.
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Editor's Desk: A Wednesday Morning of Prejudice
BY CHARLEY SHAW

Alright. I'm a little turned off
by the lack of tolerance that was
evident on this campus Wednesday morning. I woke up, or I
should say, was given a reason to
get out of bed when my phone
rang at about 9:00 AM. I
slumped over to the phone half
expecting it to be my roommate's
mom who normally calls between
7:30 to 8:00 AM. However, this
time it was a friend of mine who
immediately inquired about placing a "letter to the Editor."
Over the course of the brief
conversation I learned that
someone had vandalized the
Drew Street wall which had been
painted for Women's Week. As it
turned out, the only good things
about the call were- the possibility of getting an insightful letter
to print and also that by 9:35 I
wasn't drowzy anymore.
Right as I hung up, my alarm
clock went off for the fifth time
since 8:00, so I bounded over to
it- hurdling my footlocker and
highjumping my bed post, to mellifluously flip the switch and
begin my day.
Approaching the Drew Street
wall at about 9:55 I caught my
first glimpse of this paranoid
monument to the existence of
men. Maybe when I wake up in
the morning I'm too tired to feel
the need to reaffirm my masculinity. But obviously the nocturnal defacement announced a
contingency of wide eyed but narrow minded fellas. These men
seem to be uncomfortable when
women assert feminist ideas
especially when it's compacted
within a few short days.
Such frightened men might

NEWYoR\C
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interpret feminism to be a separatist ideology which conspires to
destroy all of our customs and
reassemble the pieces unfairly.
I'd say that the gender xenophobic actions that result from these
assumptions present a need for
women to be defensive. Thus the
power struggle that these men
automatically assume to be the
focus of the Women's Week happens when the repressive actions
of these men create the initial
problem.
Now beyond ideology the wall
designed by the Downer Feminist Council (DFC) represents
the work that the Council, the
speakers and workshop leaders
have put into this week. The
efforts of the council give the
Lawrence community a chance to
learn and debate about serious
issues confronting women. Since
we all are used to serious workloads, I think that the campus
can at least respect the tremendous effort on the part of the
Council. For example, one might
disagree with Kari Walsh's interpretation of Art History, however, the exhaustive efforts on her
part to present ideas to the campus is something that we all
must appreciate .
And I think we certainly can.
I would like to suggest that the
way to approach Women's week
in which months of planing
materializes into an opportunity
to partake in the fruits of the
DFC's labor is to debate and
learn- not to deface and hide.
N~w I'm not finished yet.
While in root to the Billboard at
9:50, I was handed a newspaper
by a man accompanied by a
woman and a small child who
apparently were on some kind of

retro-crusade . This newspaper,
issued by Wisconsin Christians
United, PO Box 771, Monroe, Wi.
53566 (feel free to call also!)
whined about homosexuality in
relation to state legislation, the
bible, etc. Through flaky examples of courtcases and random
examples of circumstances relating to homosexual men and
women, The WCU tried to establish a common condition for
homosexuals . Beyond the fact
that the speech was inexcusably
bigoted, the WCU tried to herd
gays and lesbians into one separate existence that falls outside
of the pale of humanity. By doing
so, they took on the act of playing
god · instead of interpreting her.
Maybe it's just me, but I'd say
god doesn't need this particular
self-righteous homophobe to
determine the individual behavior of anybody. I.feel glad that he
can't.
So at 10:00 I reached the
sanctity of the Lawrentian office
which is no doubt a place where
editors have been running to
escape the problems of the surrounding world since 1884. After
brewing some coffee and starting
in on this editorial, my first as
editor, I couldn't help but smile
at something progressive I had
witnessed. While covering the
previous day's LUCC meeting,
The LCP which stands for the
Lawrence Community of Progressives or the Lawrence Communist Party was officially recognized. I have to give my plug to
these folks. From their left perspective, they want to bring
issues out into the open, while
not trying to strip people of their
individuality. Very cool.
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Judicial Board Decision Statements Con't
particularly vigorous effort to
educate
members
of the
Lawrence Community about the
Honor Code.
If you feel you do not fully
understand plagiarism or have
any questions regarding the
Hol)or Code we strongly recommend that you contact the writing lab or a member of the Honor
Council. Since you have been
found in violation of the Honor
Code, you have the option of
making an appeal to the President of the University within one
week of your reciept of this letter.

Dear :
You have been found in violation of Lawrence University Honor Code regarding your midterm
examination in .
Though there is insufficient
evidence to prove that you utilized the midterm in question on
your examination but we feel the
evidence does indicate that you
had an unauthorized source in
your possession and were
untruthful in your tes timony.
Therefore, the Council has decided to lower your final course
grade by one letter.
The Honor Council's decision
may be appealed to the President
of teh University within one
week upon reciept of this letter.

Dear ,
You have been found in
violation of the Honor Code in
your Completion of , Term II
1994-95. The Council recognized
the difficulties that you encountered in completing the assignment but cannot overlook the
fact that you failed to follow teh
explicit directions given for the
exercise.
The Council has decided
to assign a zero on the assignment and apply a one-letter
grade reduction to the final grade
that you recieve in the course.

In light of the evidence,
the Council has assigned a penalty of O on assignment. In addition, your resulting course grade
will be lowered by 2 letters.
You have the right to
appeal to the president of the
University within. one week of
recieving this letter. The Council
would like to thank you for your
time and cooperation.
Dear,

You have been found in
You have one week from violation of the Honor Code for
the reciept of this letter in which plagiarizing on your paper in ,
you have the option to appeal Spring Term, 1995. The CoUI).cil
this decision to the President of was unable to reconcile the simithe University.
_larities between your argument
and that of .
We thank you for your
cooperation and honesty in this
In light of the evidence
mattter.
presented, the Council has decided to assign you a zero on the
Dear:
assignment in question. You
You have been found in have the right to appeal this
violation of the Honor Code for decision to the president of the
plagiarizing on a paper in , Win- University within one week of
ter Term, 1995. Although we recieving this letter.
acknowledge your misconception
of instruction, the Coucil feels
The Council would like
that ignorance is never an
excuse . , the Council feels that to thank you for your cooperation
you have sufficient knowledge as and time in this matter.
to what is expected of you in
regards to proper documentation .

College _C areer'. Evaporates at Graduation
with his son May 10, the day
before the graduation ceremony.
They planned to meet him the
For four years, Brad Wagner
next morning at his house in
told his parents that college was
Blacksburg. He wasn't there
going well, and they gave him
when they arrived, although his
money for tuition and rent. He
belongings were .
talked to his roommates about
" He didn't take a pair of
his engineering classes and
shoes, a shirt .
not even a
homework. He told them he had
toothbrush," said Sam Larson,
a job lined up after graduation
one of Wagner's two roommates
as a chemical engineer in CharHis son has never been in
lotte, N.C.
any trouble and has never run
But it was all a lie, it seems.
away, Wagner's father said.
When Wagn- "When Wagner's parents " This is comer's parents came
pletely out of
to Virginia Tech a came to Virginia Tech a character for
week a~o for his week ago for his gradua- him ," he said.
graduation,
he
Police
said
was nowhere to be tion, he was nowhere to Wa gner ,
21 ,
found
What's
was last seen
more, they learned be found. What's more, about 8 p .m.
their son had not they learned their son M_a y 11, when a
been a student at
fnend dropped
the Blacksburg, had not been a student at him off at a car
Va., school since th
Bl k b
y rental agency in
1993.
e
ac S urg,
a., Blacksburg. He
Monday, the school since 1993."
left driving a
Wagners reported
rented maroon
his disappearance to police, who
1996 Oldsmobile Achieva.
have yet to find him.
Officials at Virginia Tech
" We'd just like Brad to call
said Wagner entered the univerhome. No matter what the probsity in fall 1992 as an engineerlem, anything can be worked
ing major and was enrolled
out," his father, John Wagner,
through fall 1993. He did not
said Friday rom his horr,e in
enroll the following spring.
Bristol, Va. " We love him, and
Yet during the past four
we want him to come home ."
years, Wagner's parents gave
Wagner said he last spoke
him money t o cover tuition,
school and living expenses. His
fatber often traveled to Blacksburg to a ttend Virginia Tech
fo otball and basketball games
with his son . On other weekwould cause U.S. gas to cost $2 to
ends , Wagner_ known as Mugsy
$2.50 a gallon), taxes in other
m ade the two-hour drive home.
areas could decline proportion"I'd ask him how things were
ately.
going, and he'd say fine," John
It's true that if Washington
Wagner said . " He'd always been
raised gasoline taxes to a proper
a good student, so I had no r ealevel, it might not cut other taxes
son to doubt him ." Records of
in compensation. But ideally, gas
Wagner's grades for the semest axes should be considerably
ters he attended were not availhigher while other taxes should
able Friday, officials said.
decline.
" He 'd say he was going to
_We need insurance. The
class and he 'd leave and be gone
most cost-effective way to buy
a ll day," said Christa Atwell ,
insurance against a potential
who was one of Wagner's roomartificial greenhouse effect wo uld
ma tes until a couple of months
be to encourage mpg efficiency,
ago. " He ha d books. He didn't
since automobiles iare a leading
study very much, but he was
source of greenhouse gases. But
smart, so I figured he didn't need
higher gasoline prices or new fedto ."
eral mpg requirements would be
Larson , who moved into the
needed to trigger this reform .
house about 18 months ago, said
Clinton and Dole both propose to
he, too , thought. Wagner was a
pretend energy prices can stay
student.
low forever.
" He'd come in and talk about
_Encourage renewable fuels .
some killer test he'd had that
If you love your car and never
day
.... He'd say: ' I just finished
want to give it up, your best hope
my big project, now I can go out
is that nonpetroleum renewable
and party,' " recalled Larson,
fuels will come into being. As
who works as a chef at a nearby
Joseph Romm and Charles Curresort. " He had me buffaloed.
tis . demonstrated in the April
He had everyone buffaloed."
issue of The Atlantic Monthly,
Larson and another roomtechnical breakthroughs are renmate had given him money to
dering renewable fuels close to
pay the $700 monthly rent. Larpractical _ so close that compason said their landlord called
nies like Royal Dutch Shell are
Thursday to say Wagner's rent
now investing in them.
ch.eek had bounced.
This is encouraging news. But
Atwell described Wagner as
the transition to renewable fuels
a " quiet, super nice guy."
won't begin until consumers face
" He doesn't have to come
the music on the real cost of the
home; he doesn't have to tell us
gasoline they buy. Election-year
where he is or what he's doing,"
discounts of 4.3 cents suggest
Atwell said. "We just want him
that both parties in Washington
to call and let us know he's okay,
are more interested in short-term
that he's alive."<
gimmicks than long-term soluBY

«

VICTORIA BENNING»

WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

Gasoline Should Cost More, Not Less
BY «QREGG E AS TERBROOK »
WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

The Washington fixation on
whether to reduce gasoline taxes
slightly fo r a few months is a
classic exampl e of s hort-term
political th inking. American
gasoline costs too little, not too
much. Sensible policy would rai se
gasoline prices that might even,
in the long run , save Ameri cans
money.
Fi rst off, t he 4.3 cents per gallon tax reductio n being con te mplated by the Sena te (applicable
onl y till the end of the year tha t
is, through the November electi on ) would hand the typica l
motorist a magnificent grand
total , ass uming he purchases
about 350 gallons of gasoline
between now and the end of the
year, of $15 . It's a sign of how
trivialized Washington debate
has become that President Clinton and Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole are· going at each other
so fiercely over this negligible
amount, merely because the election-year magic words " tax cut"
are engaged.
More important, American
gasoline prices are too low for the
country's own good. Drivers in
Germany,
France,
Japan,
Switzerland and nearly a ll other
Western countries pay the equivalent of $3 to $4 per gallon for
petrol. Even the recent gasoline
price spike has left U.S. prices at
less than half the level of the other Western economies. Obviously, it's nice for Americans to be
able to buy gasoline much more
cheaply than citizens of other
lands. But is the low U.S. gaso-

line price a sensible long-term
policy? It's not . Here's why:
_We' r e living on bor rowed
time . The energy crisis turned
out to be mainly hype , with world
petroleum su pplies more plentiful than the doomsayers insisted.
But that's entirely different from
saying that petroleum is inexhaustible . At the current heady
global use rate of an astonishing
65 milli on barrels of oil per day,
affordable oil will start to become
scarce in the 21st century.
Already Royal Dutch Shell ,
the world's most profi table oil
company and the one with the

dema nd has started back up
again _ hence, higher prices.
_We're ignoring our own technology. The technology now
exists to build large, comfortable,
safe vehicles with much higher
miles-per-gallon performance.
The National Academy of Sciences has said that, using current technology, Detroit could
build roomy five-passenger cars
that average 35 miles per gallon ,
versus about 28 for current nE!w
models. If all Americans eventually bought cars averaging 35
mpg, the country would not need
to import oil from the Middle

"At the current heady global use rate of an
astonishing 65 million barrels of oil per day,
affordable oil will start to become scarce in the
21st century."
best track record of predicting East. But with no federal
petroleum trends , projects oil requirement for fuel-efficiency
supply problems beginning improvements, automakers won't
around 2030. America is penny- budge. And with fuel prices artiwise and pound-foolish to contin- ficially low, buyers see no reason
ue consuming gasoline as if gas to demand greater efficiency.
lines can never come back.
_The real price is not what
_Low prices discourage effi- you pay at the pump. U.S. gasociency. Through the late . 1970s line prices are so low partly
and early 1980s, automakers because they don't reflect the
made tremendous progress in true cost of fuel use . The prices of
improving the fuel efficiency of pollution-control equipment, of
cars . This caus ed marginal. •the part of.the U.S. military .that
demand for oil to ease in Ameri- keeps supply lines open to the
ca, softening the price. But, since Middle East and other gasoline1988, Ure government has not related · expenses come to the
required any improvements in individual as car costs or income
fuel efficiency. Meanwhile RVs, truces, not pump prices. Many
minivans and light trucks, all of economists have argued that if
which are covered by lax fuel reg- gasoline truces were raised to the
ulations, have become popular. point at which the true costs of
The net is that marginal oil fuel were internalized (this

tions.
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Ghana Finally Lets Liberian
Refugees Come Ashore
BY «CINDY SHINER»
WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

TAKORADI, Ghana _ Under
pressure from relief groups and
foreign governments, Ghanaian
authorities allowed more than
3,000 Liberian refugees to come
ashore Tuesday, ending a hellish
journey aboard a rusting
freighter that tested the passengers as much as the war they left
behind.
The refugees, who fled
· Liberia 10 days ago, disembarked at the port here and were
transported to temporary camps
where they will be screened and
reunited with family members
residing in Ghana. "For humanitarian reasons, we are receiving
them," said Seidu Adamu, a government official.
The Ghanaian government,
which leads a regional effort at
brokering peace in Liberia, had
tried to maintain a hard line as
the refugees wandered from port
to port along the West African
shoreline, seeking a place to
land. It argued that giving them
sanctuary could prompt an exodus from Liberia that would
challenge the fragile economies
and resources of its West African
neighbors. Officials also feared
that if given hope, more Liberians would try to flee aboard
boats, canoes and ships that are
not seaworthy.
But international relief
workers and Western diplomats
raised a parallel image of catastrophe: If the beleaguered ship
the refugees were sailing on, the
Bulk Challenge, sank, Ghana
would appear as a heartless
nation that had turned its back
on its African neighbors while
diplomatically professing to support them.
" Everybody made their
point," said one diplomat. The
message was: " If this ship sinks,
you're really going to be'in trouble."
·
It took more than three hours
to unload the refugees, most of
whom were crammed on the
ship's deck. Women and children
disembarked first, aided by
Nigerian peacekeeping forces
aboard the boat and Ghanaian
police. Several people were barefoot, and most had little more
than a dirty sack of clothes. One
20-year-old woman completed

the journey with two live chickens.
The common possession was
water containers. One youngster
carried a baby bottle filled with
water; another tussled with a
peacekeeper who tried to relieve
him of his water jug to help him
descend the gangplank. At the
most desperate point in their
journey, some refugees reportedly resorted to drinking seawater.
The passengers had fled
fighting in Liberia's capital,
Monrovia, May 5, thinking they
would have a short journey to
safety. But food and water soon
ran short while West African
countries turned away the
Nigerian-registered ship.
" They told us it was two or
three days from Monrovia to
Ghana," said Clara, a refugee
who could hardly muster the
spirit to talk. "Then yesterday
they said they were taking us to
Lagos (in Nigeria), and we put
up a p_rotest."
The ship attempted to dock
in Takoradi three times. Some
passengers had dysentery and
pneumonia, and at least three
people died. Three others
received intravenous solutions
here at the port.
Among the passengers were
officials in Liberia's interim government, including Labor Minister Tom Towewiyu, who had
planned to be in Ghana last
week for peace talks .
" I think everybody who has
been on this boat, if they had the
power of decision to end the war
in Liberia, they would have
made it," he said.
Fighting erupted in Liberia
last month despite an eightmonth-old peace accord under
which a collective presidency of
civilians and faction leaders had
been installed. The war that
broke out in December 1989 has
claimed more than 150,090 lives
and forced at least a third of the
country's 2.5 million people to
flee abroad .

Candidate Dole Decides to
Relinquish Majority Leader Duties
BY «EDWIN CHEN»
WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON _ In an
abrupt change of course, Sen.
Bob Dole has decided to relinquish his duties as Senate majority leader and begin campaigning
virtually full time for the presidency,
Senate
Republican
sources said Tuesday.
It was not known Tuesday
night whether Dole would formally give up his Senate title, or
whether one senator or more
than one would share in picking
up his duties .
"I don't think it's clear yet
whether he gives up the title," a
campaign official said.
Dole's decision, which sources
said would be spelled out
Wednesday, comes after weeks of
lobbying by advisers, friends and
many Senate colleagues who
believe he should disentangle

himself from Senate affairs and
concentrate on his quest for the
White House.
Such advice has grown in
urgency as Senate business has
ground to a halt over partisan
disputes.
Dole, who clinched the GOP
presidential
nomination
in
March, had hoped to spend the
months before the Republican
nominating convention in midAugust demonstrating his leadership acumen in . Congress.
Instead, he has found himself
saddled with the image of a
beleaguered leader. And public
opinion polls have continued to
show President Clinton with a
daunting double-digit lead over
the Kansas Republic~n.
Dole's decision appears to be
an immediate outgrowth' of discussions among his Republican
colleagues during a private lunch
Tuesday. During that session, a

WA SHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

A newly discovered, large
asteroid will miss the Earth by a
cosmic whisker later this month,
according to astronomers at the
Minor Planet Center of the
Smithsonian
Astrophysical
Observatory in Cambridge,
Mass .
" If an object of this (size)
class did hit the Earth, it would
be devastating," said Brian G.
Marsden, an astronomer at the
Minor Planet Center. "Think
about all the objects passing by
we don't know about. It's a random event to find one of these
things."
The asteroid, known as 1996

JG, was discovered May 8 by
astronomer
Robert
H.
McNaught, of the Siding Spring
Observatory in New South
Wales, Australia . McNaught
found the object on photographic
images taken by astronomer
Michael Drinkwater with the 1.2
meter U.K. Schmidt telescope.
At discovery, it was about 18
million miles from Earth. Today,
it's about 8 million miles away.
When it makes its closest
approach May 25, the asteroid
will pass within about 1.9 million miles of Earth, according to
orbital calculations done by
Gareth
V.
Williams,
an
astronomer at the Minor Planet
Center.
Casual sky-gazers will not be
able to see the object because it

weekly affair, a decision was
made that several other top GOP
senators would take Dole's place
in r·e sponding to Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.,
who meets almost daily with congressional reporters to discuss a
wide range of issues.
"We decided to have a daily
spokesman," said Sen. Thad
Cochran, R-Miss ., the No . 3
Republican. Later in the day,
Dole apparently decided to turn
over his other leadership duties
as well.
Dole also met Tuesday with a
gathering of Republican governors in Washington and assured
them he planned to spending less
time in the Capitol and more
time on his presidential campaign. But Dole apparently did
not tell the governors of his plans
to relinquish his Senate duties.

Ex .. Communists Are Back but Aren't Looking Backward
BY DEAN

E.

MURPHY

WASHINGTON POST NEWS SERVICE

WARSAW, Poland _ When
the former Communists won parliamentary elections here more
than two years ago, a giddy
Jerzy Urban appeared at party
headquarters with a gigantic
bottle of champagne.
The ubiquitous spokesman
for Poland's last authoritarian
regime was feeling so self-satisfied that he even posed for photographers with his tongue sticking out.
But embarrassed leaders of
the triumphant Democratic Left
Alliance never popped the cork
with Urban, who publishes an
acerbic political weekly that
often mocks Poland's transformation. And when former Communist Aleksander Kwasniewski
won the Polish presidency last
year, Urban was not on hand.
" I apologize to all those _ and
some of them are here in this
room _ who suffered injustice
and misdeeds from the authorities and the system before 1989,"
Kwasniewski told Polish lawmakers, publicly proclaiming his
revamped party's break with the
past.
Former Communists are

back in Poland and across Central and Eastern Europe, but oldstyle communism is not.
As the world anxiously
awaits the outcome of next month's presidential election in Russia _ where some fear a victory
by Communist Party·leader Gennady A. Zyuganov would threaten democratic and market
reforms there _ analysts say
resurgent ex-Communists elsewhere in the region have little in
common with their backwardlooking Moscow brethren.
If Communists tum back the
clock in Russia, the analysts say,
do not expect Moscow's erstwhile
vassals in the form~r Eastern
Bloc to do the same.
Enthusiasm for democracy
and the free market varies greatly from country to country, and
some reformed Communists
remain as corrupt and authoritarian as ever.
But there is no groundswell
of support for a return to the
.socialist way of yore, particularly
one dominated by Moscow.
With a few exceptions, such
as the former Soviet republic of
Belarus, which recently tightened its association with
Moscow, the new breed of former
Communists among Russia's

Newly Discovered Asteroid Will Miss Earth By a Cosmic Whisker
BY BLAINE FRIEDLANDER }R,

11

is very low on the Northern
Hemisphere's southern horizon,
according to Geoff Chester, an
astronomer with the Einstein
Planetarium at the National Air
and Space Museum. The asteroid
is forecast to reach 12.3 magnitude _ too dim to be seen with
the naked eye but possibly visible with an 8-inch telescope in
very dark skies with a clear
southern horizon .
Astronomers are not sure of
the asteroid's size, but Marsden
believes it could be as large as
three-quarters of a mile in diameter.
Coincidentally, two American
astronomers discovered a much
smaller asteroid May 14 _
1996.JAl _ which will pass within about 280,000 miles of Earth

on Sunday. Tim Spahr and Carl
Hergenrother picked up the
object on film at the Catalina
Observatory of the University of
Arizona in Tucson. It is estimated to be a few hundred yards
across. The closest passage to
Earth will occur about 1 p.m.
Eastern Time Sunday as the
asteroid streaks toward the sun
on a four-year orbit.
Although it will be invisible
to the naked eye, amateur
astronomers with at least sixinch telescopes should be able to
see it overhead Saturday night
at midnight. It will be at 11 magnitude (a very dim object) just
south of Arcturus in the constellation Bootes.

neighbors owe nothing to
Moscow and have no allegiance
to the ideology of old.
"The spec;:ter of communism ," made famous by Karl
Marx in the " Communist Manifesto" of 1848, is not haunting
Europe again , even though only
four countries in the region _
Albania, the Czech Republic,
Estonia and Latvia _ have governments with no lin,ks to the
Communist past.
Instead, many of the former
Communists are r ecasting themselves as social democrats, a leftwing alternative to socialism
that is popular in Western European democracies and was actually derided by Marx.
Pragmatic, reformist and
experienced in governing, the
new social democrats of the east
have won voters by promising to
soften the blow of capitalism
without returning to traditional
socialism.
Many have gotten wildly rich
because of the transformation,
giving them political and financial stakes in its perpetuation.
Even the m ost moribund
reformers with questionable
social democra tic credentials,
such as those in Romania, are
pushing for entry into the European Union and NATO, not a
reassembling
of
pre-1989
alliances, as has been advocated
by Communists in Moscow.
" People want compromise
and pragmatic leaders," Kwasniewski said in an interview.
"The new system has not solved
people's . problems. But only a
very small part of society is nostalgic."
How to find compromise
without undoing democratic
reforms, undermining the economy and scaring off Western
investors has become the mainstay of political debate among
former Communists in the
region.
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LU Track: Annual Viking Relays
BY ZETA STRICKLAND· AND

DAVID HARRINGTON

On May fourth, Lawrence
University hosted the annual
Viking Relays at Alexander
Gymnasium. This unusual meet
is composed almost entirely of
relays, along with hurdles and
distance events.
In the relays, the women's
4x800 M team consisting of
Senior Captain Nora O'Shea,
Rebecca Hoelter, Vicki Hutchinson, and Heidi Zeisset achieved
a new school record and placed
third in the relay. O'Shea, Hoelter, and Hutchinson r~turned
strong later in the 4x400 to finish second with the aid of Lisa
Abler. Leah Anderson, Abler,
Sara Olson, Yayoi Kambara
fought their way to third place in
the 4x100 M. On the men's team,
the distance medley comprised
of Ben Polk, Brad Searl, Scott
Sprtel, and Tom Clark prevailed
as the champion of the relay.
Earlier in the day, Searl teamed
together with David Harrington,
Miquel DePablo and Chris Poulos to secure second place. Harrington returned along with
Michael Stone, Quinn Mullikin
and Joel Northey to earn third
place in the sprint medley.
Individually, the Lawrence
athletes also performed very
well. Freshman hurdler Olson
dominated the 100 M Hurdles to
run a personal record and a new
school record in the event.
Jubilee Johnson triumphed over
all the competition in the shot
put to obtain first as well as a
personal record of 37'11". "I felt
really good that day," exclaimed
Johnson. "my teammates cheer· ing me on really helped." Another first place for Lawrence was
recorded by Junior Captain Sprtel in the 5000 M . Other notable
performances in the running
events were Annie Dude, second
in the 5000 M; Eric Benedict,
400 M Hurdles; Senior Zeisset,
third in the 3000 m; Brent
Tamamoto, fourth in the 3000 M
steeplechase.
·
In the field events, the
Lawrence team scored well at
the home meet. Placing second
behind Johnson in the shot put
was teammate Angela Lawton.
Freshman Frank Kohler earned
third in both the shot put and
the discus . Alissa Joseph
secured her way to second in the
discus at the home meet. Joseph
also received second in the

javelin along with junior teammate Ryan McCaskill whose
throw was a personal record. In
the long jump, sophomore Abler
prevailed as the women's champion, with Michael Stone earning third place in the men's
event. Mullikin recorded third
place in the high jump.
Following their solid performance at the Viking Relays, the
Lawrence team journeyed to the
two day outdoor conference meet
hosted by Carroll College May
10 and 11. Although the scores
state that the Lawrence men's
team finished ninth and the
women finished seventh, the
effort put forth during the two
intense days of competition cannot be quantified. The Lawrence
~~;~~e:r~t:m s~:0 :,adeea!t:;
more than double the point
totals from conference standings
last year. The men's team had a
very impressive showing, as
every place winner also secured
a personal record.
The meet began on Friday
with the fiefd events and the
10000 M race .
The
Lawrence
athletes
peformed well in the grueling
event. On the women's side,
Dude secured a fifth place finish,
despite a steady rain and windy
conditions . Sprtel surprised the
competition in his race claiming
a commanding first place. "I
really had no expectations for a
win today" Sprtel later said.
"This was my first 10000 M race
this season. But I felt strong and
was very happy with the win."
The remainder of Friday's
events were preliminaries, in
which many Lawrence athletes
intensely fought their way to the
finals on Saturday.
Lawrence's hurdle team
turned in exceptionally strong
performances at the conference
meet. Olson sported a strong
fourth place in the 100 M burdies while junior Joel Northey
ran well in the 110 M hurdles,
securing a strong seventh place
as well as a personal record.
Hurdling
teammate
Matt
Kehrein also recorded a personal
best, sprinting his way to a fifth
place in the 400 M hurdles.
Hutchinson ran equally well,
fighting her way to a sixth place
finish and a personal record in
the 400 M hurdles.
Finishing
their
season
strong, the Lawrence throwers
placed in multiple ev:.e nts.
Kohler hurled the discus to a

third place finish and a personal
best. Joseph secured two strong
fourth places in the discus and in
the javelin. Teammate Johnson
wrapped up a successful season
with a third place in the shot put
and Lawton placed seventh in
the shot put. The distance training by the team allowed many
runners to peak at this critical
point in the season. Sprtel
secured second in the 5000 M,
logging a personal record for the
season. Chris Jones also placed
in the 5000 M, securing seventh
place. Also achieving personal
records were Harrington in the
5000 M and Zeisset in the 3000
M.

The jumpers, despite unfavorable weather conditions,
placed in several events. Sophomore Randy Chavez earned
eighth place in the pole vault,
and set a personal record. High
jumper Kambara fought her way
to eighth place while Abler
aggressively secured a strong
fourth place.
Abler returned in both the
Lawrence's placing relays, the
4x400 M and the 4x100 M. The
4x100 M, composed of Anderson,
Olson, and Zeta Strickland
secured seventh place. Abler was
joined by Hutchinson, O'Shea,
and Hoelter in the 4x400 M relay
which took eighth place and
logged their fastest time of the
season. Hoelter earlier placed
fifth in the 800- M run, shavipg a
remarkable five seconds off her
best time. The men's relay teams
ran equally well with the 4x400
M relay team securing seventh
place and running the fastest
time at Lawrence over the past
several years.
Head Coach Dave Brown was
"delighted" with his teams showing. "This is the meet we've been
working towards since January,"
explained Brown. "Everyone
came through with great performances. It's exciting to note that
all the points earned at this meet
were earned by an athlete that
will be with us next year. We
have a very strong and very
young team, and conference was
a showing of what this team is
capable of doing."

Hey ! Think you know a thing or two
about editing or computers?
Well then the Lawrentian has some opportunitties for you through the posts of
Layout and Copy Editors. As of now, both jobs are occupied by one single person
respectively. This results in a long hours that could be easily minimized with a
core of efficient new staff members. For the remainder of this year as well as the
next, you would be paid for your efforts while obtaining valuble, marketable experience. So give us a call at x6768 and we'JI fill you in on the rest.

Lawrence Golf
BY JACKIE GEHRING

The Lawrence University
Golf team finished up its season
this past weekend at the Midwest Conference Tournament.
The tournament, held at Knox
College in Illinois, showcased
Knox's own team which won the
championship. With the pressure of classes and tests on some
of the Viking's top golfers,
Lawrence found four brave
golfers to participate in the
event.
Chad Berken finished on top
for the Vikings by shooting an
85. Berken, a junior, performed
at the top of his game. "I just had
a good day," commented Berken.

I.

"I was happy with how it went."
Freshman sensation Erik
Haugen wrapped up a fine season on the course with a 91. Earlier this season, Haugen
medaled at the MSOE Collegiate
Open. Haugen led the team
throughout the season with competitive scores.
Sophomore Joel Bogenshuetz
and senior Jeff Kinziger also
participated in the event for
Lawrence. Bogenshuetz finished
up his season with a 94.
Kinziger, better known for his
gridiron performance, concluded
his career at Lawrence shooting
97.
The team has most of its top
golfers returning next season.

A Triumphant Closure
nents with striking exhibitions.
Sophomores Phil Brunner
The Lawrence Men's Tennis - and Nick Nielson completed a
strong and spirited season with
Team had a strong and stunning
a good performance in doubles
finish to their season atthe Midcompetition at Conference. The
west Conference Championships
men worked unremittingly to
on May 3 - 5 in . Madison. The
achieve one win and one loss.
Lawrence team earned 26 points
Of the six men traveling to
to tie with Lake Forest College
Madison, four ended their tennis
for sixth place. The Coe College
careers with Lawrence amidst
team displayed impressive aththe competition. Sprain, Tyaletic talent and skilled technique
garajan, Frasch, and Lipari are
to earn the 1996 Championship
graduating seniors who are rectitle.
ognized for their devotion to the
Dynamic performances were
team.
exhibited by senior Allen Sprain
Since the tennis team is not a
with two wins and one loss in
recruiting athletic institution,
number six singles · and senior
new members for next season
Krishna Tyagarajan with two
are limited. Head Coach Shelly
wins and one loss in number
Braatz still remains hopeful.
three
singles
competition.
"The fate of the team now relies
Sprain and Tyagarajan ended
upon the leadership of the
the seasoh tied for the best overyounger members and the [vitalall record on the team with six
ity] of new members," claimed
wins and four losses. Seniors
Chris Frasch and Ross Lipari
Braatz. The Vikings will miss
also presented impetuous attitheir seniors, but will have
tudes as they battled their oppoyoung blood in 1997.
BY EMILY

K.

CAESAR

F inal Crack at Baseball
BY ETHAN WAUGH

The Lawrence University
baseball season concluded last
Tuesday with a doubleheader
split against the Milwaukee
School of Engineering. The split
gave the Vikings a disappointing
10-16-2 (5-11) record, but did
improve on last year's victory
total by two games.
Freshman
pitcher
Tim
Weber came out strong to start
the first game and it was obvious
he was in the groove. Weber
went the distance, allowing just
two hits and striking out seven
while walking none. The complete game 3-0 victory gave
Weber his team-leading third
victory of the year. Late in the
game, catcher Andrew Zlotoff
knocked out his second home
run of the season giving Weber
allthe support he needed. Weber
offered much of the credit for the
win to his team.mates, "It was
really great to have everyone
play a complete game. We hit
well, fielded well, and really hustled."
In the second game, the
Vikings simply did not play at
the same level. The visiting
Raiders jumped on freshman
pitcher Robb Cramer
early and often. MSOE

tagged Cramer for five runs on
seven hits in just five innings.
Assisted by Lawrence's timely
defensive miscues and inability
to convert scoring opportunities,
MSOE ended the Vikings' season
with a 7-3 defeat. '
Although the season did not
end with a Midwest Conference
championship as was initially
hoped, there were some bright
spots.
Senior captain and designat- c
ed hitter Erik Johnson, and
senior center fielder Jason
Richards were nanied first team
All-Conference.
Johnson led the team with a
.365 batting average and 17
RBIs. Richards played well
defensively in center field and
led the squad with eight stolen
bases. Richards and Johnson
tied for the team lead with three
home runs apiece . Andrew
Zlotoff was nam~d second team
All-MWC and was the only
catcher in the league behind the
plate for every inning of confer- "ence play.
·
Lawrence graduates three of
its top players in Johnson,
Richards, and shortstop Elliot
Stith. While replacing the lost
offensive output and defensive
reliability will be difficult, there
continued to page x

